The Hamiltonian of the trigonometric Calogero-Sutherland model coincides with some limit of the Hamiltonian of the elliptic Calogero-Moser model. In other words the elliptic Hamiltonian is a perturbed operator of the trigonometric one.
Introduction
The Hamiltonian of elliptic Calogero-Moser model is given as follows ( [7] ), where is the coupling constant.
This Hamiltonian reduces to that of the trigonometric Calogero-Sutherland model by setting ! p 011, where is the ratio of two basic periods of the elliptic function. As for the trigonometric Calogero-Sutherland model, it is well-known for specialists that their eigenstates are given by the Jack polynomials 1991 Mathematics Subject Classication. 81Q10,81Q15,81R12,33D52. Y.K. is supported by JSPS Research Fellowship for Young Scientists.
(or the A N01 -Jacobi polynomials). So far, many researchers have studied the Jack polynomials and its q-deformed version, the Macdonald polynomials, and claried various properties such as the orthogonality, the norms, the Pieri formula, the Cauchy formula, the evaluations at (1; : : : ; 1). The Calogero-Sutherland model is extended to those associated with simple Lie algebras. From this point of view the Hamiltonian (1.1) is called the A N01 -type. The studies of these models are being developed by using their algebraic structures.
In contrast with the trigonometric models, the elliptic models are less investigated and the spectrum or the eigenfunctions are not sufciently analyzed. There are, however, some important progress due to Felder and Varchenko. They clarify that the Bethe Ansatz works well for the A N01 -type elliptic Calogero-Moser model ( [1] ). Although this method may have applications to the spectral problem and indeed some partial results are obtained in the article ( [8, 9] ), we will employ another approach in the present article.
In this article, we will add some knowledges of the elliptic Calogero-Moser model based on the analysis of the trigonometric model, which we will explain below.
One topic is the essential self-adjointness of the elliptic Calogero-Moser model for the arbitrary root system. Firstly we will establish it for the trigonometric model by taking the Jacobi polynomials as its domain in the space of square integrable functions. We will obtain the elliptic version by applying the Kato-Rellich theorem.
Another main purpose is to obtain the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the elliptic Calogero-Moser model for arbitrary root systems. There are at least two ways to perform it. The one is to use the Bethe Ansatz method, which is valid only for the A N01 case. From this viewpoint some results are obtained in ( [8, 9] ). The other is to use the well-developed perturbation theory, which we will consider in this article. We regard the Hamiltonian of the elliptic Calogero-Moser model as the perturbed operator of the Calogero-Sutherland model by the parameter p = exp(2 p 01). We have so abundant knowledge about the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the Calogero-Sutherland model that we can apply the perturbation method. Then we will obtain the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions as a formal power series of p. In general, such formal power series does not converge. For example, consider the operator H := 0 d 2 dx 2 + x 2 + x 4 , then the formal power series of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions diverge for any 6 = 0. However, in our cases, the formal power series converges if p is suciently small. The convergence is assured by the functional analytic method introduced by Kato and Rellich. We mean the convergence of the eigenfunctions in the L 2 -norm sense. The other topics are the holomorphy of the eigenfunctions, the relationship with the higher commuting operators, and giving the elliptic analogue of the Jacobi polynomials, which are valid for the A N01 case. The Kato-Rellich method does not give the holomorphy a priori. We will obtain the holomorphy by using several properties of the Jack (or the A N01 -Jacobi) polynomials. Thanks to the holomorphy, the eigenspaces of the second-order Hamiltonian are compatible with the higher commuting operators. By considering the joint eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian and the higher commuting operators, we see the well-denedness of an elliptic analogue of the A N01 -Jacobi polynomials.
We remark that Langmann obtained the algorithm for constructing the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues as the formal power series of p. ( [5] ) His algorithm would be closely related to our one which is explained in section 4.3. There are some merits for the perturbation method comparing to the Bethe Ansatz method. The calculation of the perturbation does not essentially depend on the coupling constant though the calculation of the Bethe Ansatz method strongly depends on . In addition, the Bethe Ansatz method is applied to the A N01 type and 2 Z >1 cases, but the perturbation method may be valid for all cases.
Jacobi polynomials and Self-adjointness
The Hamiltonians of the trigonometric and the elliptic Calogero-Sutherland models are respectively given by where the coupling constant k is real and invariant under the action of the Weyl group k = k w , and }(x) = }(x; ; ) is the Weierstrass } function. For our later convenience, we have subtracted a constant term from the original trigonometric Hamiltonian. 1 is the Laplacian on T := h R =2Q _ . By using the variable p = exp(2 p 01), we often write H E (p) = H E in order to emphasize the dependency of p. In this notation, we have H T = H E (0).
We rst show that the Hamiltonian of the trigonometric model is dened on a dense subspace of L 2 (T; d) W where is the normalized Haar measure, and is essentially self-adjoint with respect to the inner product (2.3) (f; g) := Z T f 1 g:
We denote by k 1 k := (1; 1) 1=2 the norm in L 2 (T; d). In the following, we assume k 2. We dene H T and H E on C 2 (T ) W . Then we see that these operators are symmetric, and H T has a C 2 -class W -invariant where W denotes the stabilizer of in W . The set fm j 2 P + g forms a basis of C[P] W . Dene the partial order in P by In this section, we employ the complex variable p with jpj < 1 instead of as a parameter of perturbation and treat mainly the gaugetransformed Hamiltonian dened below with k > 1.
3.1. The resolvent in the L 2 space. For a bounded linear operator A, we denote by kAk the operator norm, i.e., kAk := sup kvk 1 =1 kAvk 1 .
We set W (p) := 1 01 (H E (p) 0 H T )1 = W(p); which is monotonous with respect to jpj and tends to 0 as p ! 0.
For the gauge-transformed operators, we assume k > 1.
LetT denote the closure of a closable operator T. ThenT (p) for p 2 R is the unique extention of T (p) to the self-adjoint operator. In particularH 0 =T (0) is the self-adjoint extention of H 0 .T(p) is a self-adjoint holomorphic family [3] . Notice that the spectrum of the operatorH 0 is discrete. Let (H 0 ) be the set of the spectrum of the operatorH 0 , i.e., 2 (H 0 ) , 9v 6 = 0 such thatH 0 v = v, and let (H 0 ) be the resolvent set, (H 0 ) := C n (H 0 ). SinceH 0 has only the point spectrum, the denition of (H 0 ) coincides with the usual one. We have (3.4) (H 0 ) = f( + (k)j + (k)) 0 e 0 j 2 P + g:
The following proposition is obvious.
Proposition 3.1. For each a 2 (H 0 ), the corresponding eigenspace fv 2 L 2 (T; 1 2 d) W jH 0 v = avg is nite dimensional.
For 2 (H 0 ), the resolvent (H 0 0 ) 01 is compact and k(H 0 0 ) 01 k = (dist(; (H 0 ))) 01 . We have Then we have P 2 i = P i and P 1 P 2 = P 2 P 1 = 0. Proposition 3.3. Let P , Q be bounded operators subject to P 2 = P , Q 2 = Q and kP 0 Qk < 1. Then we have rank P = rank Q.
Proof. For u 2 R(Q), we have P u = u+P u0Qu due to Qu = u. Then Fix a i 2 (H 0 ). Since the set (H 0 ) is discrete, we can choose a circumference 0 i and 0 < p i such that 0 i contains only one element a i inside it and P i (p) = P 0 i (p) satisfying kP i (p) 0 P i (0)k < 1 for jpj < p i . By Propositions 3.2, 3.3, we see that rank P i (p) = rank P i (0) and, in particular, P i (p) is a degenerate operator. By the proof of Proposition 3.3, we see that V i (p) := R(P i (p)) is spanned by the image of V i (0) = R(P i (0)), i.e., the eigenspace ofH 0 with the eigenvalue a i ; We choose a basis of V i (p) as fP i (p)J j such thatH 0J = a iJ g. One sees that V i (p) is a nite dimensional invariant subspace ofT (p) due to the commutativity of P i (p) andT (p).
Proof. We dene the functions c (p) and d (p) bỹ Summarizing, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. For each a i 2 (H 0 ), there exists p i > 0 such that for p 2 R, jpj < p i , the dimension of the eigenspace whose eigenvalues are included in j 0 a i j < W max (p) is equal to the dimension of the eigenspace of eigenvalue a i . Moreover the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues depend on p holomorphically.
If the coupling constants k (> 1) are all rational numbers, we can estimate the eigenvalues uniformly. We will explain this below.
Suppose k are all rational. Let k = k ;num =k den such that k ;num are integers and k den is positive integer. Let n be the minimal positive integer such that (PjP ) Z=n. Then we see that the spectrum ofH 0 is uniformly separated. To be more precise, if a; b 2 (H 0 ) and a 6 = b, we have ja 0 bj 1=nk den . Hence if we take p 0 as (3.13) W max (p 0 ) = 1=4nk den ; then there exists a set of circumferences 0 i such that for jpj < p 0 , each 0 i (T (p)) contains only one element a i 2 (H 0 ) inside it, any two circumferences never cross, kP i (p) 0 P i (0)k < 1, and every element of (T (p)) is contained inside of some circumference 0 i . Therefore we have It is known that there are commuting family of dierential operators (4.1) which commute with the Hamiltonian.
In this section, we will investigate the relationship between the functions obtained by applying the projections P i (p) and the commuting family of dierential operators. As a result, we will prove the holomorphy of the perturbation series which is obtained by the algorithmic calculation.
For this purpose, we will consider the spectrum problem in the C ! (T ) W -space.
In this section, we consider the A N01 cases.
4.2.
We introduce some known result for the A N01 cases.
We realize the A The d fkg j;j 0 (w) are given in advance. We will investigate the condition for the coecient of the formal power series v j (p) and E j (w; p) satisfying the following relations We set c f0g j;j 0 = j;j 0 By comparing the coecient of v j 0p k , we obtain that the conditions (4.4) are equivalent to the following relations, c fkg j;j 0 = P k k 0 =1 ( P j 00 c fk0k 0 g j;j 00 d fk 0 g j 00 ;j 0 (w)) 0 P k01 k 0 =1 c fk0k 0 g j;j 0 E fk 0 g j (w) E f0g j (w) 0 E f0g j 0 (w) ; (j 0 6 = j) Remark that the denominator of (4.5) is non{zero by the non{degeneracy condition. Therefore c fkg j;j 0 and E fkg j (w) are determined recursively and they exist uniquely.
At this stage, the apparent expression of the coecient c fkg j;j 0 may depend on w. We will show that the coecient c fkg j;j 0 does not depend on w. We denote v j (p) by v j (w; p). We apply Proposition 4.1 for the A N01 -type elliptic Calogero Moser model. We make the correspondence as follows, H i (p) , The commuting dierential operators H (i) (p); v j , The normalized Jacobi polynomialsJ :
Then we are able to conrm the assumptions of Proposition 4.1 and we obtain the corresponding result. Summarizing, we have the algorithm of computing the \formal" eigenvalues and \formal" eigenfunctions of the elliptic Calogero-Moser model of A N01 -type by using the Jacobi polynomials. In the next subsection, we will discuss the convergence. 4.4. Analyticity and the higher commuting operators. In this subsection, we will consider the spectrum problem in the C ! (T ) W -space for the A N01 -cases. We assume > 1. Since T is compact, we have C ! (T ) W L 2 (T; 1 2 d) W .
We will show the holomorphy of the eigenfunctions which were obtained in the L 2 (T; 1 2 d) W -space. After having the holomorphy of the eigenfunctions, we will justify the convergence and holomorphy of the joint eigenfunctions of the higher commuting operators obtained by the algorithmic calculation, which was explained in section 4.3. Proposition 4.2. Let us discuss the the A N01 and > 1 cases. For each a i 2 (H 0 ) and such thatH 0J = a iJ , there exists some positive number p i such that the function P i (p)J is holomorphic on j=x j j < p i (j = 1; : : : ; N) and jpj < p i .
We will prove Proposition 4.2 in the next section.
We remark that for the A 1 and 2 Z >1 cases, and the A 2 and = 2 case, Proposition 4.2 is obvious by the construction of the eigenfunctions via the Bethe Ansatz method ( [9] ). The joint eigenvalues are holomorphic w.r.t. the parameter p( 1). All the eigenfunctions in the L 2 (T; 1 2 d) W space are holomorphic and obtained by the perturbation expansion if jpj is suciently small.
Proof of Proposition 4.2
In this section, we always assume that the root systems are the A N01type. For 2 P + and j = 1; : : : ; N 0 1, we set m = P 2W e h;hi and e 3 j = m 3 j , where 3 j is the j-th fundamental weight. For = P l j=1 3 i j , we set e = Proof. Let t k be the sum of all the divisor of k. By the formula (A.12),
we have jt k (x)j 4t k < 4k 2 . Since the convergent radius of the series P k 2 p k is equal to 1, the convergent radius of the series P t k p k is equal to or less than 1, and we have the lemma. 3 Sublemma 5.6. Assume w j 2 W , (j = 1; : : : ; l), we have j P l j=1 w j (3 i j )j j P l j=1 3 i j j. For each C such that C > 1 and Cjpj < 1, there exists C 00 such that jt ; j C 00 (Cjpj) and jt ; j C 00 (Cjpj) j0j= p 2 for 6 = .
Proof. Since the normalized Jacobi polynomials are the complete orthonormal system with respect to the inner product (; ) 1 , we havẽ t ; = (( Since the convergent radius of the series P n t n p n is equal to 1, we have the proposition. Proof. Let us recall that the operator (T (p) 0 ) 01 is dened by the Neumann series (3.6) .
By the denition of the circumstance 0 i , there exists some positive number D such that sup 20 i (dist(; (H 0 ))) 01 D. For P c J , write P c 0 J = (H 0 0) 01 P c J . We have jc 0 j Djc j for each . We set X := (H 0 0 ) 01 ( P 1 k=1 T (k) p k ) and write XJ = P t ;J . We have ( P 1 i=0 (0X) i )(H 0 0 ) 01 = (T (p) 0 ) 01 , if p is suciently small. (See (3.6).) By Proposition 5.9, there exists C 00 such that j t ; j C 00 (Cp) (j0j+1)=2 p 2
for each C such that C > 1 and Cjpj < 1.
To obtain Proposition 5.10, we use the method of majorants. For this purpose, we will make use of the notation such as P 2R N c J . Originally the Jacobi polynomialsJ of the A N01 -type are dened on 2 P + (( ( Z N ) N ), but we consider the extended notation to apply the method of majorants.
For the formal power series P 2R N c J , we dene the partial ordering by the rule Proof. In the proof, we will use the notations and the results written in section A.1.
We count roughly the number of the elements of P + of a given length.
The rough estimate is given by #f 2 P + j (j) = lg (2lN) N .
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